Introduction
The sequencing of the human genome (1) and large-scale projects such as ENCODE (2) have provided access to a more complete and reliable list of human protein-coding genes than was previously available. The current collection of human proteins that are available from the manually reviewed UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database (3) is just over 20 000 sequences. This list, while still being updated, has become more stable in recent times. Full functional characterization of this set of proteins is expected to deliver a finer understanding of how human cells develop, function and interact.
Pfam (4) UniProtKB database (3) to detect more homologous family members. Each Pfam-A family is functionally annotated by a curator using information from the literature, when available. The Pfam-B set of families consists of automatically generated unannotated regions of sequence conservation that are not currently represented by a Pfam-A entry. The Pfam-B alignments are initiated from the clusters contained in the ADDA database, which are generated from clustering a 40% non-redundant version of UniProtKB (5, 6) . Pfam release 27.0 contains 14 831 Pfam-A families and 544 963 Pfam-B families.
Pfam and other databases that group proteins into families can contribute to functional characterization of the human proteome. They detect conserved functional modules, typically sub-sequences, which link human protein regions to their homologues within human and across other species. Identification of these links can generate functional hypotheses via homology-based annotation transfer, even in cases when sequence conservation does not span the full length of the proteins involved. For example, it can highlight that the sequence similarity between the UniProtKB sequences P62993 (growth factor receptor-bound protein 2; Grb2) and P12931 (tyrosine-protein kinase Src) is located in the SH2 (PF00017) and SH3 (PF00018) Pfam-A domains, two commonly occurring protein-binding modules (7, 8) , rather than reflecting any shared enzymatic function; Grb2 is not known to have enzymatic action (9) . Identification and annotation of homologous regions can also help comparative genomics and reconstruction of the evolutionary history of proteins.
Here, we ask how much of the human proteome is currently covered by the conserved regions that constitute Pfam families and what challenges lie ahead in achieving our goal of a more complete annotation of similar regions.
Methods

Human, Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Escherichia coli proteomes
We downloaded the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot-reviewed protein sequences for Homo sapiens (taxonomic identifier 9606; 20 234 sequences), S. cerevisiae strain ATCC 204508 /S288c (taxonomic identifier 559292; 6621 sequences) and E. coli strain K12 (taxonomic identifier 83333; 4431 sequences) from the UniProt website (http://www.uniprot. org/) (3). The specific strains of E. coli and S. cerevisiae downloaded were chosen as they have the most complete protein set for these organisms in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (personal communication with the UniProt team).
Pfam-A and Pfam-B assignments
The human, S. cerevisiae and E. coli proteomes were searched against the Pfam-A families from Pfam 27.0, with the Pfam curated bit score gathering thresholds used to decide significant matches. We extracted the Pfam-B families for the human proteins from Pfam 27.0.
Sequence and amino acid coverage of the human proteome
Sequence coverage is defined as the percentage of sequences in a given set (e.g. the human proteome) that has a match to at least one Pfam family. The sequence is counted as covered even if the Pfam match or matches align to only part of it. Amino acid coverage for the same sequence set is defined as the percentage of residues in that set that can be aligned to Pfam families profile HMMs (using HMMER3 envelope co-ordinates).
Investigating regions uncovered by Pfam using phmmer
We identified 24 896 human regions in the human proteome not covered by Pfam-A or Pfam-B, that are not predicted to include signal peptides and that are !50 amino acids. We refer to these as the 'uncovered regions'. HMMER3 phmmer (http://hmmer.janelia.org/) searches against UniProtKB release 2012_06 were run using the uncovered regions as query and both domain and sequence Evalue inclusion thresholds of 10 À3 . We counted the number of homologous regions retrieved from UniProtKB for each search, and calculated how many of the homologous regions (using HMMER3 alignment co-ordinates) overlapped with the alignment co-ordinates of a Pfam-A family from Pfam 27.0.
MCL clustering
The uncovered regions were clustered using the MCL suite of programs (10) . As input to the program, we used the sequence E-values from an all against all phmmer search on the uncovered regions (note that no E-value higher than 10 À3 was considered 
Prediction of compositionally biased regions
The presence of transmembrane helices, coiled-coil regions, low-complexity regions, signal peptides and disordered regions was predicted in the human proteome. Coiled-coil and low-complexity regions were predicted using default parameters with ncoils (http://www.russelllab.org/ cgi-bin/coils/coils-svr.pl) and SEG (12) , respectively. Transmembrane and signal peptide regions were predicted using Phobius (13) with the default options. Disordered regions were predicted using IUPred (14) with the long option.
Disordered regions using the D2P2 database
In all, 18 240 of the 20 234 (90%) human proteins were successfully mapped to a sequence in the D2P2 database (15) . Disorder predictions were available for the following nine prediction methods: Espritz-D, Espritz-N, Espritz-X, IUPred-L, IUPred-S, PrDOS, PV2, VLXT, VSL2b. For each residue in the 18 240 human sequences for which D2P2 data were available, we calculated how many of the nine methods predicted the residue to be disordered, and the Pfam-A coverage of these residues. The length of the disordered region for each sequence was also calculated.
Results
Homo sapiens sequence coverage was higher than that of S. cerevisiae and close to that of E. coli
Pfam-A families from Pfam 27.0 covered 90% of proteins in H. sapiens. That is, 9 out of 10 human proteins had a match to at least one Pfam-A family. Overall, 45% of all residues in the human proteome could be assigned to a Pfam-A family. These numbers can be compared with the Pfam-A coverage for E. coli and S. cerevisiae (budding yeast), which are generally considered to be the best annotated prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms, respectively (16, 17) . The Pfam-A sequence coverage of H. sapiens was better than that of S. cerevisiae and more or less on a par with that of E. coli ( Figure 1 , blue bars). At the residue level, however, coverage of human was comparable with S. cerevisiae (45% and 42%, respectively) but well below E. coli coverage (70%) ( Figure 1 , red bars).
Thousands of human Pfam-B families
Although it should be stressed that no direct comparison can be drawn between Pfam-B and future Pfam-A families, the former can be used as a rough estimate of the number of Pfam-A families needed to cover the same protein regions. There were 9418 Pfam-B families that matched human protein residues that were not covered by Pfam-A families. Together these Pfam-B families provided $10% additional residue coverage. There was no small set of Pfam-B families that could provide a substantial increase in coverage. To demonstrate this, we ranked the Pfam-B families according to amino acid coverage. The top 500 Pfam-B families with highest coverage provided <3% additional residue coverage, while the top 1000 families provided <4% additional residue coverage.
Fifteen thousand additional human clusters in search of classification
Together, Pfam-A and Pfam-B families covered $55% of the residues in the human proteome, leaving 45% uncovered. In Figure 2a , we plotted the length of continuous segments of amino acids that were not in Pfam-A or Pfam-B against the proportion of the human proteome that they accounted for. In Figure 2b , we showed the length distribution of these segments. We saw that uncovered regions shorter than 50 amino acids made up close to 6% of the proteome. As relatively few protein domains are shorter than 50 residues, the majority of these regions were likely to be either non-conserved linkers between already annotated families, or small extensions/variations of the flanking families. If we discounted regions of <50 residues, and regions predicted to be signal peptides (the latter .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... representing <1% of the human proteome), we were left with $38% of human residues unaccounted for; these residues were found in a total of 24 896 regions. To better understand how these 24 896 regions related to each other, we ran phmmer (http://hmmer.janelia.org/) all versus all to detect similarity between them, and used the program MCL (10) to cluster them based on E-values (Methods). Using MCL inflation parameters I of 1.4, 2.0 and 6.0, we obtained 15 266, 15 546 and 15 904 clusters, respectively. Note that MCL provided just a first rough estimate of the number of unrelated clusters represented in this set of human regions. This was nonetheless a useful first step to inform the analysis discussed hereafter. In the following, we considered the clusters obtained using I = 1.4 (i.e. the parameter value giving the lowest degree of granularity).
To look at relationships between the MCL clusters and proteins in UniProtKB, we used the member regions in each cluster as queries for phmmer searches against UniProtKB (version 2012_06) applying a sequence and domain E-value inclusion threshold of 10 À3 (Methods). We found that <0.1% of regions matched only human sequences in UniProtKB. For each cluster, we calculated the mean number of regions in UniProtKB that matched the cluster members and found that 9794 (64%) clusters had a mean of <100. In contrast, only 310 (2%) clusters matched !1000 regions in UniProtKB.
Findings from the top 10 largest clusters of human regions not in Pfam
In Table 1 , we list the 10 largest MCL clusters (i.e. the ones comprising the highest number of members). We looked at .0), which is part of the CL0192 (GPCR_A) clan. Inspection of family PF13853 revealed that sequences part of the seed alignment do not include the first three (N-terminal) predicted transmembrane helices of the seven that are characteristic of these receptors. We hence modified family PF13853 by extending the alignment to cover the whole predicted transmembrane domain. As a consequence, cluster 1 regions were incorporated into an updated version of the PF13853 family, which will be available in Pfam 28.0. As an additional benefit, alignment extension of PF13853 allowed us to map 6461 more domains to the family, bringing its total number of members in UniProtKB (version 2012_06) to 32 019. Most cluster 2 and 3 members were part of proteins that featured numerous zinc finger motif repeats in other parts of their sequences. Additionally, their phmmer matches in UniProtKB included a large number of regions that were already classified in Pfam as zinc fingers suggesting this as the likely classification for these regions. It has been previously observed (6) that HMMER version 3.0 has a lower sensitivity on short, very divergent families with respect to version 2.3.2. Thus, current Pfam families and clans may not be adequately covering repeats and short motifs. We are hopeful that future HMMER algorithmic developments may resolve many of the issues associated with these protein regions. The other possibility would be to try to re-organize the zinc finger clan and some of its families in order to additionally include these human regions. Similar such cases were found in clusters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in which member regions often aligned to UniProtKB regions falling into the collagen repeat (PF01391), the YWTD motif repeat (PF00058), the leucine-rich repeat clan (CL0022), the EGF domain clan (CL0001) and the 'Classical-C2H2 and C2HC zinc fingers' clan (CL0361), respectively. Cluster 9 included regions whose UniProtKB matches were often found in the PRY (PF13765) family and hence likely to be divergent elements of that family not captured by the current PRY profile HMM. Finally, based on the domain architecture of the sequences on which the member regions occurred, cluster 10 was likely to represent a cadherin cytoplasmic domain not yet included in Pfam (i.e. a novel Pfam domain).
We additionally looked at the top 20 clusters with the largest number of average matches in UniProtKB (excluding those already found in Table 1 ). These included 12 clusters made up of putative zinc finger domains as well as outliers of other existing families such as the SET family (PF00856), the short-chain dehydrogenase C-terminal domain (PF13561) and an ABC transporter family (PF12848). Examples of putative domain extensions were also present, including putative C-terminal extensions of the Crotonase family (PF00378), a putative N-terminal extension of the cytochrome b N-terminal domain (PF13631), a putative C-terminal extension of the ATP-binding cassette of ABC transporters (PF00005), a putative C-terminal extension of the NADH-Ubiquinone/plastoquinone family (PF00361) and a putative N-terminal extension of the histone family (PF00125). Finally, it is interesting to note that clusters with a high mean number of phmmer matches in UniProtKB (!1000) had a high percentage of matches that fell into existing Pfam families (46%). The corresponding figure for clusters with a mean number of matches in UniProtKB lower than 100 was only 4%.
Coverage of the human proteome by structure-based protein family databases
We looked at coverage of our set of human UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot proteins by two structure-based protein family databases: SUPERFAMILY (19) and Gene3D (20) (Methods). These databases build their families starting from experimentally determined structural domains. SUPERFAMILY is based on the SCOP classification (21) , and Gene3D is based on the CATH classification (22) . SUPERFAMILY had a human sequence coverage of 72% and residue coverage of 41%, while Gene3D covered 69% of human sequences and 35% of human residues. This can be compared with 90% sequence and 45% residue coverage achieved by Pfam-A families. Interestingly, both SUPERFAMILY and Gene3D matched part of the 38% uncovered human residues discussed above. SUPERFAMILY covered 18% of the 38% or an additional 7% of the entire proteome, while Gene3D covered 15% of the 38% or an additional 6% of the entire proteome.
Compositionally biased regions were over-represented in uncovered regions
Next, we looked at the amino acid composition of the portion of the human proteome not covered by Pfam. In Table 2 , we compared the percentage of residues predicted to belong to compositionally biased regions in the portion of the human proteome covered by Pfam-A and Pfam-B families and in the portion uncovered by Pfam (excluding from the latter signal peptides and regions shorter than 50 residues). We found that residues predicted to be in low complexity, intrinsically disordered and coiled-coil regions were under-represented in Pfam-A families (note that there is significant overlap between these three categories). Predicted disorder, in particular, was about 4-fold less frequent in Pfam-A families than in the other two categories. We also noted that uncovered human region clusters with a small mean number of matches in UniProtKB (<100) had the highest fraction of disordered residues with respect to all other clusters (43% as compared with, for example, 12% in clusters with !1000 matches). In contrast, residues predicted to be part of helical transmembrane regions were 2-to 3-fold more common in Pfam-A families than in the other two categories, while signal peptides were almost totally absent from Pfam-A regions (this was as expected, as we are systematically excluding signal peptides from Pfam families).
Consensus long disordered regions were most over-represented in regions not covered by Pfam
Intrinsically disordered regions in proteins can be described in terms of specific sequence, structural and functional properties that distinguish them from structured domains (23) . Intrinsic disorder can take different forms and can overlap with different types of compositional bias. Low complexity regions, coiled-coiled regions, flexible loops and long unstructured regions have all been described, by at least some authors, as disordered. As different prediction methods address different aspects of disorder, it is useful to take into account results from more than one predictor. Here, we used prediction data contained in the D2P2 database (15) , which stores predictions from six different methods on 1765 complete proteomes (some methods are used in more than one mode, giving a total of nine sets of predictions for each protein sequence). We were able to successfully map D2P2 human proteome collection to 90% of our set of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot human proteins (see Methods). Of those sequences successfully mapped to the D2P2 database, 66% of amino acids were predicted by at least one method to be disordered, while 5% were predicted by all methods (consensus set) to be disordered. Pfam-A covers 35% of amino acids predicted by at least one method and 11% of those in the consensus set, respectively. In Figure 3a , we looked at predicted consecutive disordered regions of increasing length (from 10 to 50 residues) and reported the Pfam-A residue coverage of such regions. Predicted disordered regions were defined by increasing consensus in D2P2 (from 1 prediction to 9 predictions). Pfam-A coverage decreased with increasing length of the disordered region and with increasing consensus between the different predictors. In Figure 3b , we focussed on predicted consecutive disordered regions of 30 or more residues and compared Pfam-A, Pfam-B and non- ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Discussion
Improving existing Pfam-A families can lead to significant gains in residue coverage of the human proteome Even if these families were successfully built, 38% of the residues in the human proteome would remain uncovered by Pfam-A (after additionally excluding signal peptides and regions shorter than 50 amino acids). This 'uncovered' portion of the human proteome is split across almost 25 000 regions that we have grouped into >15 000 homologous clusters. Our analysis suggests that uncovered human regions with a high number of homologues in UniProtKB most often fall into one of two categories: (i) divergent members of existing Pfam families or (ii) N-or C-terminal extensions of existing Pfam families. In the first case, the uncovered regions could be recovered by either improving the alignment used to generate the family profile HMM, or by adding a new family to an existing clan. Alternatively, when dealing with short motifs or repeat families, integrating these regions may become possible through future HMMER algorithmic developments. In the second case, covering regions such as the N-terminal portions of the olfactory receptor family PF13853 discussed in the Results section will require extending the boundaries of existing Pfam-A families so that these represent full functional/structural domains. Almost 2/3 of the clusters that we identified that account for 34% of all uncovered regions, however, appear to have only a small number of homologous regions in UniProtKB (less than 100 using phmmer; note, however, that using jackhmmer iterative searches may return more matches). Seventy-four percent of these clusters have members that align exclusively to UniProtKB regions not covered by Pfam-A and hence represent potential new Pfam families. The fact that members of these clusters have a high percentage of disordered residues (43%), however, raises the question as to whether homologous inference will be accurate for these regions. This makes their classification all the more challenging, as we discuss in the next section. Finally, comparison with coverage provided by structure-based protein family databases indicates that at least some new human Pfam families could be built from and some existing Pfam families improved with the help of structural information.
Most uncovered regions rich in intrinsically disordered amino acids A significant fraction of residues that are not yet covered by Pfam-A are predicted by different algorithms to be located in disordered regions (Figure 3b ). We have also seen that the longer the disordered regions, the more under-represented they are in Pfam-A (Figure 3a) . It should be noted that under-representation of disorder in Pfam-A is not a phenomenon specific to the human proteome but applies to the whole of UniProtKB. This helps to explain the huge gap between residue coverage in E. coli and residue coverage in human and S. cerevisiae (Figure 1 ), as disorder is known to be much more common in Eukaryotes than it is in Bacteria (24) [see also the D2P2 (15) and MobiDB (25) databases]. Until a few years ago, intrinsically disordered regions had attracted little attention from experimental biologists and bioinformaticians alike. More recently, intrinsic disorder has taken centre stage (26) , with the establishment of databases that collect experimental evidence for disorder (27, 28) and the development of dozens of computational methods to predict it (29) . Disordered regions are known to be involved primarily in cell signalling and regulation (30) and have been linked to disease (31, 32) . A possible explanation for the small number of disordered regions found in Pfam-A is that disordered regions seem, on average, to be less conserved than their structured counterparts. There are cases of Pfam-A families that include protein regions experimentally shown to be fully disordered. For example, family PF05456 (eIF_4EBP) includes the human eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1 (Q13541), which has been shown by nuclear magnetic resonance experiments to be fully disordered (33) . However, while some intrinsically disordered regions appear to be conserved in sequence (34, 35) , it is not yet clear how true this is in general, nor how good alignment methods are at detecting homology in these compositionally biased regions. The latter observation is especially relevant in the case of long disordered regions (34) . Forslund and Sonnhammer's benchmarking of the efficacy of BLAST filters for homology recognition in low complexity regions (36) , although encouraging, was based on regions predicted by the program SEG (37), which represent only one particular flavour of disorder. In conclusion, it is possible that many of the uncovered human regions that are significantly enriched in disorder, such as the ones .. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .....
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Future Pfam strategies
We plan to adopt a two-pronged strategy for increasing coverage of the human proteome. Firstly, as we believe the examples discussed here have convincingly shown, there is ample space and purpose for improving existing human-member families. This should provide us with a better coverage of their homologous UniProtKB regions and improve their correspondence to full functional/structural domains. Secondly, when building new Pfam-A families, we will prioritize regions for which functional and/or structural information is available, thus increasing the chance of correctly assigning family boundaries. Manual inspection of alignments should also ensure that intrinsically disordered regions are put into families only when they exhibit clear amino acid-conservation patterns.
Conclusions
We analyse regions of the human proteome currently falling outside of the Pfam classification of protein families. We see that $38% of amino acids in the human proteome are not in Pfam-A or Pfam-B families and are found in regions !50 amino acids. Analysis of these regions shows that for the purpose of increasing coverage of the human proteome, improving existing families may be as important as building new ones. Also, uncovered regions that do not appear to be related to existing families exhibit on average a significant percentage of residues predicted to be in intrinsically disordered regions. Given the difficulty in correctly aligning compositionally biased disordered regions, incorporating them into Pfam is likely to be challenging. Based on these findings, we propose a Pfam strategy for increasing coverage of the human proteome that aims at improving existing families and building new ones primarily from regions that have been experimentally functionally and/or structurally characterized.
